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100M LASER DISTANCE MEASURER 4933459278 BY MILWAUKEE

Milwaukee 100M Laser Distance Measurers are designed to

provide the easiest measurements from all orientations and

feature an array of new functionality such as intuitive user

interfaces, 3-position auto-detecting levers and an industry-

first digital auto-level. 2" colour screens offer maximum

visibility in low light conditions. Each features a simplified

user interface that has been designed from the ground up for

fast navigation so users can quickly choose their function and

take a measurement with minimal downtime. Exclusive to the

Milwaukee 100M Laser Distance Measurer is the digital auto-

level feature. This new functionality allows for a

measurement to be automatically when the meter reaches a

level position, increasing accuracy when measuring long

distances. For additional ease of use, the 100M solution

provides a 3-position auto-detecting lever that allows for

measurements from corners and edges. Each 100M Laser

Distance Measurer offers several different measurement

functions that allow users to add and subtract values and

calculate linear distance, indirect height and length, surface

area, total area and volume. In addition, each tool includes

memory storage for 30 readings and impact-resistant

overmold for protection from tough jobsite conditions.

Milwaukee Laser Distance Measurers also feature a side shot

button for an easier, more ergonomic experience when

measuring in all directions. Features:-

2" Colour Screen: Maximum visibility in low light conditions

Intuitive User Interface: Designed from the ground up with

the user in mind for maximum utilisation of features

Side Shot Button: Ergonomic to use in all directions

Digital Auto Level: Ensures accuracy at long distance

3-Position Level w/ Auto Detect: Easy measurements from

corners and edges

Metal Thread Tripod Mount: Durable thread for repeated use

SKU Option Part # Price

8723984 4933459278 $280.5

Model

Type Laser Measure

SKU 8723984

Part Number 4933459278

Barcode 4058546002442

Brand Milwaukee

Size 100m (330')

Technical - Main

Laser Colour Red

Features

Standard Inclusions Carry Pouch

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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* +/- 1.59mm (1/16") Accuracy

Specifications:-

Length 113mm

Width 48mm

Height 31mm

Includes:-

1 x 100m Laser Distance Measurer (4933459278)

2 x AAA Batteries

1 x Carry Pouch
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https://www.milwaukeetools.com.au/hand-tools/measuring/4933459278

